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OPSOMMING IN AFRIKAANS
Die doelvan die opsornrning is om die agtergrond, metodiek en gevolgtrekking van die
navorsing weer te gee. Hierdie opsomming is onder die volgende hoofde uiteengesit.
1. PROBLEEMOMSKRYWING EN DOEL VAN HIERDIE NAVORSING
2. NAVORSINGSMETODIEK
3. UITSLUITINGS EN BEPERKINGS
4. RESULTATE EN GEVOLGTREKKINGS
1. PROBLEEMOMSKRYWING EN DOEL VAN HIERDIE NAVORSING
Elektroniese dokumentbestuur vorm 'n integrale deelvan baiemodeme organisasies. Dit
beteken dat die ouditeurvan sulkeorganisasies op hoogte moet kom met elektroniese
dokumentbetuurstelsels en die risiko's verbonde aan dienuwe tegnologie. Die ouditeursal
ook die impak wat elektroniese dokumentbetuurstelsels op sy ouditprosedures en die
bereiking van sy ouditdoelwitte sal he, moet bepaal.
Die hoofdoelwit van dienavorsing is om die invloed van elektroniese bestuurstelsels op
die ouditeurse tradisionele ouditprosedures vas te stel, as hywitversekerdat hy sy
ouditdoelwitte van volledigheid, akkuraatheid, magtiging en integriteit wil bereik.
2. NAVORSINGSMETODIEK
Die navorsing is gebaseerop 'n omvattende literatuurstudie. Gedurende die
literatuurstudie is gekonsentreer op die volgende gebiede:
* Om te bepaalwat elektroniese dokumentbestuur is en watter tegnologie betrokke
is in dokumentbestuurstelsels (Hoofstuk2);
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Die invloed te bepaal wat elektroniese bestuurstelsels sal he op 'n organisasie, die
bestuur van 'n organisasie en op die ouditeur van die organisasie (Hoofstuk 3); en
Hoe die ouditeur kan verseker dat hy nog steeds sy ouditdoelwitte kan bereik
tydens die oudit van 'n organisasie wat 'n elektroniese dokumentbestuurstelsel
gebruik.
3. UITSLUITINGS EN BEPERKINGS
Die navorsing konsentreer uitsluitlik op die gebiede wat direk verbonde is aan
elektroniese dokumentbetuurstelsels en die impak wat die gebruik van die tipe stelsels op
die ouditeur se tradisionele ouditprosedures sal he. Ten einde die studieveld afte baken
en sodoende 'n betekenisvolle studie te kon doen, is 'n aantal uitsluitings en beperkinge
gespesifiseer, wat as volg opgesom kan word:
3.1 In baie gevalle word elektroniese dokumentbetuurstelsels saam met ander
tegnologiese ontwikkelinge gebruik. Die ouditimplikasies van die ander
tegnologiese ontwikkelinge het nie deel gevorm van die navorsing nie.
3.2 Die navorsing is me beperk tot Suid-Afrika nie.
3.3 Spesifieke ouditstappe en ouditprosedures is nie ontwikkel nie, maar die studie het
eerder gekonsentreer op algemene beginsels wat die ouditeur kan aanpas na gelang
van besondere omstandighede.
4. RESULTATE EN GEVOLGTREKKINGS
Dokumentbestuurstelsels is 'n integrale deel van baie organisasies se daaglikse
besigheidsprosedures. Dit het gelei tot 'n groot verandering in die manier waarop
organisasies funksioneer en die wyse waarop bulle bestuur word. Groot hoeveelhede
inligting is onmiddellik beskikbaar en dit moet bestuur en beheer word.
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Die gebruik van dokumentbestuurstelsels het ook sekere wetlike implikasies wat in ag
geneem moet word. Organisasies moet verseker dat hulle nog te alle tye aan al die wetlike
vereistes voldoen.
In die navorsing is gevind dat alhoewel die risiko's, kontroles en ouditprosedures verander
het, die vier ouditdoelwitte van 'n ouditeur, nl. volledigheid, akkuraatheid, magtiging en
integriteit onveranderd bly.
Die gebiede wat van die grootste belang vir die ouditeur is, is die kontroles rondom die
stelsel en die inligting wat deur die stelsel beheer word. Die gebiede is die volgende:
* Rugsteuning en rampherstelprosedures;
* Toegangsbeheer;
* Beskerming van data;
* Insleuteling en inlees van inligting; en
* Nakoming van wetlike vereistes en algemene standaarde.
Dokumentbestuurstelsels kan ook verskeie voordele inhou vir ouditeure soos die gebruik
van eletroniese werkspapiere en werkvloeistelsels. Dokumentbestuurstelslels kan ook die
verkryging van inligting en dokumente benodig in 'n oudit vergemaklik. Die voordele sal
die ouditeur help om meer etTektiewe oudits te doen.
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SYNOPSIS
1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH
Electronic document management has becomean integral part ofmany modem
organisations. Thismeans that the auditorwill haveto come to gripswith electronic
document management and assess the risksthe newtechnology will create and the impact
this will have on hiswork and the achievement ofhisaudit objectives.
The main objective ofthis researchwill be to assess the impact of electronic document
management on the auditorstraditional audit procedures used to meet his objectives and
how the auditor can ensurethat his audit objectives ofcompleteness, accuracy, validity
and maintenance can stillbe achieved.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research was based on a comprehensive literature survey. Duringthe literature
surveythe following aspectswere concentrated on:
* Establishing what electronic document management is and the technology involved
(Chapter2).
The impact of electronic document management on organisations, the management
of organisations and on the traditional audit proceduresused by an auditor to reach
hisaudit objectives were established (Chapter 3).
To find how the auditor can overcomethe shortcomings oftraditional audit
proceduresin an organisation using electronic document management (Chapter4).
3. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This dissertation concentrates solelyon the aspects directly related to electronic
document management systems and the impact the use ofsuch systems will haveon the
auditors traditional audit procedures. The following restrictions were placedon the scope
ofthe audit:
v
3.1 In many instances electronic document management systems are used in
conjunction with other technological developments. The detailed audit impact of
these links did not form part ofthis dissertation.
3.2 The research was not restricted to South Africa.
3.3 Detailed audit steps or procedures were not developed but the study rather
concentrated on the establishment ofgeneral principles that can be adopted by the
auditor.
4. CONCLUSION
Document management systems have become an integral part ofan organisation's daily
business processes. This has led to a major change in the way that organisations function
and in the way they are managed. Greater emphasis is placed on automated processes. A
vast quantity ofinformation is immediately available and this needs to be managed and
controlled.
The use of a document management system also has certain legal implications that need
to be considered. Organisations must ensure that they are still able to comply with all
legal requirements.
In this dissertation it is found that although the risks and controls and audit procedures
have changed, the four audit objectives of the auditor, i.e. completeness, accuracy,
integrity (maintenance) and validity remain unchanged.
The main areas ofconcern for the auditor are the controls surrounding the system and the
information and he will need to focus on the following issues:
* Backups and disaster recovery;
* Access controls;
* Protection ofdata;
* Capturing of information onto the system;
VI
* Compliance with legal requirements and industry standards.
Document management systems can also be of benefit to the auditor through the use of
electronic working papers and workflow systems and by making the information and
documents required for an audit a lot easier to obtain. This would help the auditor
perform more efficient and effective audits.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter is to state the objective ofthis dissertation as well as theresearch
methodology adopted. This chapter is presented under the following headings:
1.1 BACKGROUND
1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.4 RESEARCH APPROACH
1.5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1.6 CONSTRAINTS AND EXCLUSIONS
1.7 SUM:MAR.Y OF RESULTS
1.8 CONCLUSION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Businesses world wide are utilising modern technology more andmore to gain a
competitive edge overtheir competitors. The use of moderntechnology for this purpose
may take many forms. One of the modemtechnologies beingutilised bycompanies to
achieve this competitive edge is electronic document management. It isseen as a valuable
tool to cut down on processing times, processing errors and repetitive manual tasks. This
may leadto a smaller workforce or free current personnel resources to concentrate on
issues ofgreater strategic importance to the company. This will lead to greater
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productivity and ultimately greater profits to those companies able to successfully
implement electronic document management. As a result more and more companies will
be forced to implement electronic document management so that they can continue to
survive intothe future (Interleaf, 1994a:1).
Electronic document management also forms one of the key components in the move to a
paperless society. The potential of sucha technology was recognised long ago. It is
onlywith development and improvement of technologies required for successful
electronic document management such as improvements in imaging processing
technology, graphics, compression techniques, greater storage capabilities, expert
systems, network communications and improvements in processing speed that has
enabled the rapid development and implementation ofdocument management systems to
take place.
Document management mayexist in many forms invarious organisations. This may vary
from document imaging, electronic mail networksto integratedworkflow systems. In its
simplest form it is a means of creating, distributing, storing and retrieving information
traditionally kept in hard copy or microfilm! microfiche. The growingtrend is toward
more complex and integrated systems that not only store documents but becomethe heart
ofthe operation, not only assisting but in some cases controlling the workflow (Doherty,
1994:20).
1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
From the above it is clearthat electronic document management is here to stay and will
ultimately becomecommon place. This means that the auditor will have to come to grips
with electronic document management andassess the risks the newtechnology will create
and the impact this will haveon his work and the achievement ofhis audit objectives
(SAC, 1994:171).
In the past the auditor could always rely on a clear audit trail. The basis for the audit trail
could always be found in paper documents that could be physically inspected for
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completeness, accuracy and most importantly for validity. It was also relatively easyto
establish whether a document was the original and if the document was altered in any
way. With the introduction of electronic document management it maynot always be
possible for the auditorto obtainthe original physical documents as these mayonlyexist
in electronic form. Thismay impact on his traditional procedures of audit verification.
The auditor mayneed to change hismethods of verification but hisaudit objectives will
remain unchanged (Meall & Price, 1993:67).
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main purpose ofthis research will be to assess the impact of electronic document
management on the auditors traditional audit procedures used to meet his objectives and
how the auditor can ensure that his audit objectives of completeness, accuracy, validity
and integrity (maintenance) can still be achieved. The research objective can be divided
into three segments, namely:
*
*
*
to establish what electronic document management is and what technology is
involved;
to assesshow the use ofelectronic document management in a company will
impact on the business, management and the traditional audit proceduresused by
auditors in the achievement of theirobjectives; and
finally to establish howthe auditorcan change his traditional audit proceduresso
that he will stillbe able to meethisaudit objectives.
1.4 RESEARCH APPROACH
The research approachwas basedon a literaturesurvey. The literature survey was used to
define electronic document management and to establish the technology involved in
electronic document management. This literaturesurvey also formed the basis of
establishing the impactofelectronic document management on the auditor's traditional
audit procedures and how thiswill affect his achievement ofhis auditobjectives. The
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auditprocedures the auditormust adopt so that he can stillachieve his audit objectives
also formed part of this literaturesurvey.
Certain documents used in the literature survey were obtained from sources on the
Internet. These documents were all maintained by eitherUniversities or by companies that
are leadersin the field of document management systems software.
1.5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Thisresearchwas based on a comprehensive literaturesurvey. The methodology adopted
is set out below:
1.5.1 Firstlyto establish what electronic document management is and what
technology is involved in the process. This was achieved by consulting literature
mainly of a technical nature (Chapter2).
1.5.2 The next step was to establish what impact electronic document management had
on the traditional audit procedures usedby auditors to achieve their audit
objectives. This wasmainly achieved bythe consultation ofvarious literature
sources (Chapter3).
1.5.3 The final step in this researchwas to find a way how the auditorcan overcome the
shortcomings oftraditional audit procedures in a company using electronic
document management. A review of mainly professional publications and
standards was usedin this process (Chapter4).
1.6 CONSTRAINTS AND EXCLUSIONS
This dissertation concentrates solelyon the aspectsdirectly related to electronic
document management and electronic document management systems and howthe use of
such systems will impacton the auditors traditional auditprocedures. It also establishes
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how the auditor can overcome the shortcomings ofthe traditional audit approach so that
he canstill meet his audit objectives. The following aspectswere not addressed:
1.6.1. In many instances electronic document management systems are used in
conjunction with other technological developments such as workflowmanagement
systems, expert systems, artificial intelligence, local and wide area networks, open
systems and electronic data interchange (EDI). The detailed audit impact of these
links did not formpart ofthisdissertation as each one ofthese areas can form the
subjectofa study of their own.
1.6.2 The use of document management systems in South Africa is still very limited as is
the research relating to this subject. Greateremphasis thereforewas placed on the
international position and the research not restricted to South Africa but focuses on
general principles irrespective of the specifics or requirements ofa specific country.
It is believed that due to the greater international exposure South Africa is
receiving, the country will ultimately follow the international developments in
terms oflegislationand standards.
1.6.3 Detailedaudit stepsor procedureswere not developed but the study rather
concentrated on the establishment ofgeneral principles that canbe adoptedby the
auditor to suit a specific company or electronic document management system.
1.7 SUMMARY OFRESULTS
The following hypothesis has been proven as acceptable in this study:
1.7.1 The use ofdocumentmanagement systems within an organisation will havean
impact on the way theorganisation does business and the way in which the
organisation is managed.
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1.7.2 Theuse ofa document management system by an organisation will not have an
impact on the auditors auditobjectives ofcompleteness, accuracy, validity and
integrity.
1.7.3 The risks within an organisation usinga document management system will
change. The auditorwill haveto address these risksby adapting his audit
procedures so that he can adequately address these risksand meet his audit
objectives.
In ChapterTwo the various components that may makeup a document management
system andtechnological advances that haveenabled the rapid development of document
management systems, as well as the various benefits ofdocument management systems
are discussed.
The impact a document management system will have on an organisation and the way it
conducts its business is discussed and evaluated in Chapter Three. The impact a
document management system will haveon the management ofan organisation and the
waythe organisation is managed was also assessed. The conclusion was reached that the
use ofa document management system in an organisation will create a whole new way of
doingbusiness, as well as requiring a wholenew mindset from management if they wish
to extract the maximum potential from a document management system. The legal
aspects of the use of a document management system will have to be carefully considered
if the legal position of the organisation is not to be compromised.
In the final chapter the four audit objectives that the auditor must achieve before he can
expresshis satisfaction with the document management system are defined. These
objectives are completeness, accuracy, validity and integrity (maintenance) and are no
different from those from any other system the auditor mayneed to audit.
Secondly the specific risks within a document management system that need to be
addressed and the management controls required to successfully addressthese riskswere
identified.
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The audit procedures that the auditor needs to implement, to ensure that the management
controlsdo adequately address the riskswere then identified. Thoseaudit objectives that
are satisfied by the various audit procedures were then also identified.
Ultimately the only things that change when the auditor is confronted by an organisation
using a document management system are the risksand the importance ofthose risks in
relation to the traditional systems. The most important areas that needto be addressed by
the auditorto ensure the continued survival of an organisation using a: document
management system is the following:
* Backups and disaster recovery;
* Access controls;
* Protection ofdata;
* Capturing of information onto the system; and
* Compliance withlegal requirements and industry standards.
1.8 CONCLUSION
In the past a document could be described as a piecepaperwhichpresented information
usually in the form oftext, sometimes accompanied by graphics for the purpose of
communicating. In Chapter2 the conclusion is madethat today a document can be stored
in electronic form and can contain numerous forms of information suchas text, graphics,
data, video, sound and spreadsheets. The various components making up a document
management system andthe technology involved in a document management system are
identified. The numerous benefits in implementing a document management system are
also identified. The sizeand needsofan organisation will ultimately determine to what
extent the various components ofthe document management system will be utilised and
what the interaction ofthe variouscomponents will be. This willalso determine to what
extent the document management system willbe integrated with other technologies used
by the organisation.
Chapter three investigates the impact that document management will have on an
organisation, its management and its auditor. It finds that a whole new mindset is required
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frommanagement to manage a business using a document management system to enable
themto maximise the potential benefits ofa document management system. In Chapter
three it is also found that a document management system will havea profound affect on
the legal status and requirements ofdocuments. Electronic document management
systems have changed the mannerin which documents and subsequently information is
stored and maintained. Transactions cannotalways be traced to a physical pieceofpaper
thus forcing the auditor to rethinkthe manner inwhich he performs his auditverification
if he wants to achieve his audit objectives. The use ofan electronic document
management system hasmade it virtually impossible to audit aroundthe computeras
sourcedocumentation is not always available. .
The auditorwill therefore have to rely to a greater extent on verification procedures that
willensure that the computer and computerised controlsare functioning as intended and
cannot be overridden. The use ofa document management system does not impact on the
four audit objectives ofcompleteness, accuracy, validity or integrity but it will impact on
the wayhe will achieve his audit objectives. The risksand controls related to the use ofa
document management system are different from other systems but more importantly is
the increased focus on certain risks suchcontinued operations, access control, data
security and data capturing. He willhaveto learn to use the technology available to help
him meet hisaudit objectives.
This research study has only touched the surface of the use, impact and auditing of
document management systems and has opened the door for future research in many
other areas. Other fields of studycan focus on the impact ofdocument management
systems on management andthe wayan organisation is managed. Further studies can
focus on certain control issues within a document management system such as data
security, accesscontrol, etc.. The integration of document management systems with
other technological advances such as workflow systems, network communications and
expert systems could also formthe basis of further research.
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CHAPTER 2
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
The objective of this chapter is to provide some background information to what document
management is. The various benefits of using a document management system will also be
discussed. Finally some ofthe associated technologies that enabled the development of
document management systems and continues to contribute to the ongoing improvements in
this field will be addressed. This chapter is presented under the following headings:
2.1 BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
2.2 BENEFITS OF DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
2.3 COMPONENTS OF DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
2.4 STANDARD GENERALISED MARK-UP LANGUAGE (SGML)
2.5 CONCLUSION
2.1 BACKGROUND AND DEFINmONS
2.1.1 What is a Document?
To determine what document management is we must first establish what a
document is and what the purpose of a document is.
Until recently a document could be defined as a piece ofpaper presenting
information in the form of text or text and graphics, used for the purpose of
communication. Examples of such traditional forms ofa document is a memo,
a letter, a statement, a plan or a customer invoice (Interleaf, 1994a: 1).
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Withthe advent ofcomputertechnology thishas changed. Today a document is
increasingly assumed to be electronic, containing numerous types of information.
This can be in the form oftext andgraphics as well as data, spreadsheets, CAD
drawings, images, video and voice. Documents are the vessels of information
giving it shapeand structureandthus making it understandable (Interleaf,
1994a:l).
2.1.2 Use ofDocuments
Documents are essentially used in two different ways namely communication of
information and development of information.
Documents are used for communication and form a vital information interface and
there is no better wayto ensureunderstanding or gainagreement than by "putting
it inwriting". It is thereforeessential that documents always contain accurateand
up-to-date information.
Documents develop information by the continuous reviewing and adding of
information to a document.
2.1.3 Importance of Documents
There are two reasons whydocuments are essential for an organisation.
Firstly documents are the means throughwhich information is captured, managed
andcontrolled. The importance of the document is determined by the nature and
strategic importance ofthe information contained in the document. They are the
means through which information is developed and communicated throughout an
organisation.
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Secondly documents are at the heart of every business process. Theyare the way in
which one process flows into another. They are the means through which people
interact to accomplish an organisation's goals andobjectives.
Together thesetwo characteristics of documents make them the means by which
organisations maintain andeven gaincompetitive advantage in theirmarketplace
(Interleaf, 1994a:3).
2.1A Types of Information
Thereare essentially three types of information important to an organisation.
a) The first type of information is the transaction-based information. This
represents theway inwhich a organisation deals with its customers, suppliers
and employees. It is highly structured and iscontrolled through databases.
Sourcesofsuch information are accounts payable, payroll, claims processing,
etc.
b) Office automation-based information is the second typeof information. This is
theinformation that is created and accessedmainly between the members ofan
organisation. It is highly unstructured and is controlled through personal
productivity tools. Sources of such information is letters, memo, reports, etc.
These two types of information is usually manageable and involves the
day-to-daybusiness of the organisation (Interleaf, 1994a:8).
c) Thethird typeof information is information that is ofstrategicandcritical
importanceto the organisation. It is the least managed form ofinformation
within an organisation. Thisinformation is very strongly related to the industry
or business theorganisation is involved in andvaries from company to
company, It shares one common characteristic, the information is vital to
maintaining competitive advantage (Interleaf, 1994a:9).
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This third type of information has several common characteristics and thesecan
be summarised as follows:
* The information is key to the organisation's ability to gain and maintain a
competitive advantage over their competitors.
* Because it enhances competitive advantage, it is exceptionally valuable to the
organisation. Manyconsiderit their most important asset.
* This information has a long life. Due to its importance to the organisation it is
developed andused over a long period.
* Closely related to its long life, this information is reused over and over again
by numerous individuals and workgroups. The frequency ofuse doesn't
decrease its value but rather increases the valueto the organisation (Interleaf,
1994a:10).
2.1.5 Definition of Document Management
Thereseemsto be no definitive definition ofdocument management as it also
continues to evolve alongwith the technology.
The Gartner Group defines document management as " a highly integrated set of
middleware services that integratelibrary services, document manufacturing, and
document interchange with critical business processapplications around a
client/server topology usingopen application interfaces" (Office Information
Systems Strategic Analysis Report, 1993).
Document management is defined by International Data Corporation as a software
system that is capable oforganising document production, managing accessibility
and distribution of volumes of textual documents, and overseeing document flow
(Document Management SoftwareMarket Reviewand Forecast, 1993).
Interleaf, a leader in document management, defines document management as not
onlythe technology that manages documents, but more important, as the
management of the information within the documents. Interleafregardsdocument
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management as a set of software and services through whichbusiness-critical
information is managed by enabling the creation, assembly, control and distribution
ofthis information. Document management is about more than documents, it is
about information and strategic business processes (Interleaf 1994a:5).
2.1.6 Information managed by Document Management System
A document management system can manage any oftype ofinformation. The
question should rather focus on what type ofinformation it shouldmanage and this
woulddepend on the needsofthe specific company.
Many ofthe ad-hocsystems today manage primarily officeinformation that is
short-lived and supports the day-to-day operations ofthe organisation. The more
robust document management systems today manage information that is ofmore
critical importance to the organisation. Although document management systems
can address eitherof these two kinds of information it is beingrealised by more
and more organisations that it is essential to gain and maintain a competitive
advantage and therefore to manage business-critical information.
2.2 BENEFITS
The mainbenefits ofusing document management systems can be summarised into the
following benefits:
* A document management system can dramatically improvecompetitive
advantage in the marketplace by improving the access, accuracyand velocity of
important information flowing throughthat organisation.
It shortens time to market because of increased productivity in each ofthe
supporting departments.
It improves quality by allowing greater control ofqualitysystem documents,
simply becauserelated documents are controlled and distributed at the right time
to the right people. It also allows better access to critical information that drives
the process the quality systems documents relyon.
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It improves customer satisfaction by making sure the right information gets to
the right customers when and wherethey need it.
It increases workerproductivity by enabling business teams to access, share and
act on accurate information.
It reduces costs, because shared access to information eliminates redundant
efforts. Duplication is kept to a minimum and no costlymistakes are made due to
lackofinformation (Interleaf, 1994a:12).
2.3 CQMPONENTS OF DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Many technological advances in a wide area oftechnologies has led to the development of
better, more powerful andcheaperdocument management systems. Someof these
technological advances include faster and more powerful processors, better
telecommunications and improvements in networking capabilities. There has also
been significant improvements in technologies relating to imaging and data storage. All
these improvements haveenabled document management systems to deliver greater value
to business (SAC, 1994:160).
Document management systems canbe divided into three majorcomponents namely
workflowsystems, imagesystems and text management systems. Each one ofthese
components willbe addressed in more detail below. There are a widevarietyof document
management systems available on the market. They vary from small and inexpensive
systems capable ofrunning on a PC to largeexpensive systems running on mainframes.
Someofthe smaller systems may not havean the components previously mentioned but
most ofthe largersystems will havemost of these components. The larger systems may
havesome features and capabilities not mentioned here.
2.3.1 Workflow Systems
Workflow systems can referto two components namely workflowmodelling and
workflowmanagement.
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Workflow Modelling:
This is a design tool used before an imaging system is implemented. It evaluates
current business processes, eliminating unnecessary processes, streamlines current
processes and where required creates new business processes. This will usually
create the opportunity for implementing an imaging system.
Workflow Management:
This is the actual software in a production system that is responsible for routing
documents to the members ofanorganisationfor viewing, editing, annotating or
printing. This typeof softwareisusually designed to be used in conjunction with
the vendor'sown imaging software but can also be used in conjunction with other
imaging software.
Some products are available that allowa measure ofworkflow management capability
which fall outside ofthe traditional imaging market for example ffiM' s Office Vision
and Lotus Notes (SAC, 1994:176).
2.3.2 Image Systems
Image systems mayvary from a small stand-alone PC to anenterprise wide system. A
small stand-alone system may consist ofa scanner, an optical drive and laser printer. A
sophisticated system might include high resolution displayterminals, high speed
scanners, laserprintersandJukeboxes ( cabinets containing multiple optical data storage
disks) whichcan allbe linked to a LAN (Local Area Network) and/or mainframe. While
the actual hardware maydiffer from system to system, each system will generally have the
following facilities, i.e. data capture, indexing, storage, manipulation, networking,
retrieval, and display/print.
Data Capture:
Methods for capturing data includes scanning paper documents andtransmitting
electronic files.
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Scanning digitises documents for manipulation and storage. Document images
are first divided intopictureelements called pixels and each element is stored. A
wide variety of scanners exist and can meet almost any scanning needs. Someof
the criteria to consider when deciding on an appropriate scanner mayinclude
speed, throughput volumes, resolution, papersize and compression algorithms
included in the hardware or software.
Theneed for compression is essential in thisprocess as one A4 page uncompressed
may use as much as 1 megabyte of storagespace but can be compressed to about
50KB. Thisdoes however require a compressed image to be decompressed before
it canbe displayed. The savings made in storage and transfer requirements
however morethancompensates for the delays causedby decompression.
Digitised images canbe converted to ASCII text by using optical character
recognition (OCR)or intelligent character recognition (ICR) software. Some OCR
packages canalso perform spell checks or canconvert documents into popular
word processing formats. ICR extends the functionality of OCR by implementing
features suchas omnifont recognition which supports a wide variety offonts and
hand printed characters. Both OCRand ICR can be implemented into hardware or
software. Hardware implementation is moreexpensive but is significantly faster.
Documents that are already in an electronic form can also be received from third
parties. Thesethird parties can be from within the organisation or can also be from
outsidethe organisation. Fromwithin the company these documents are usually
transmitted via a LANor WAN. External thirdparties can transmit their
documents via anyone of the many newtelecommunications aids currently
available.
Indexing:
Indexing identifies and classifies documents for efficient retrieval. This is a major
source for delays in implementing imaging systems. Indexes can be createdby
manually entering them, bar coding them, or special forms can be assigned
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automatically to file folders and optical characterrecognition of pre-specified
fields. After indexing a quality assurance is performed to ensure that alldocuments
are indexed properly.
Digitised images canbe converted to ASCn text by using OCRor ICR Key
information, account numbers, etc. can thenbe stored and used to locateand
retrieve images.
Storage:
Four typesofstoragecan be used in an imaging system, i.e. optical, magnetic,
microforms or hybrid. .
OpticalStorage
Optical disks provide high density storage andis significantly cheaperper
megabyte than magnetic media. Examples ofoptical storage is
Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM), magneto-optical, CD-ROM, optical tape
and Computer Output to LaserDisc (CqLD).
WORM: Provides high capacity storagethat can be written but not erased
and is an excellent archival medium. The indexto a WORM driveis usually
storedon a magnetic media so that it cancontinuously beupdated.
Magneto-optical: Is a rewritable media that provides the high density
storageofoptical media but also hasthe revision capabilities of magnetic
media.
CD-ROM: Is a fixed optical medium that requires data to be formatted and
pressed onto a CD. This could onlybe done by production companies but
with the latest technology companies can presstheirown CD's.
Optical Tape: Thisis a veryhighcapacity WORM technology medium used
mainly for imagesystem backups.
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Computer Output to Laser Disc: Voluminous computerreports can be
captured on-line as ASCII text. COLD stores a template of the text and
merges the template withthe text for presentation to the user on an ad-hoc
basis.
Magnetic media:
This includes conventional hard diskstorage, redundant arrays ofinexpensive
discs (RAID) technology and digital audio tape (OAT).
Hard disk drives: Hard disk drivesstorage capacity has increased
dramatically but is stiltonlymainly used as local repositories for images to
reduce the loads on networks. This is due to the fact that the cost is higher
per megabyte than other alternatives and is seenas a temporary solution.
RAID: This is high capacity magnetic media drivethat for the first time is a
viablestorage optionfor medium and large scale imaging systems.
Digital Audio Tape: Theycanhold approximately 1.5 GB and is used in
imaging systems primarily as a backup medium. Multiple DAT cassette
loaders are available that can store up to 10GB.
Microforms:
Microforms include films, fiche, aperture cards and computeroutput to
microfilm (COM).
Microfilms: Companies who require frequent accessto documents and have
limited spaceusually revert to microfilm. A disadvantage is that it records
serially and it maytake timeto find the correct document. Thishas to some
extent been alleviated by the use ofComputer Assisted Retrieval (CAR)
whichautomatically finds the right film and advances to the right frame.
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Microfiche: This produces distinct sheetsofimages and documents can be
directly accessed after searching the index.
Aperture Cards: This is a combination ofcomputerpunch cards and
microforms and is used for itemssuchas engineering drawings.
Computer Output to Microfilm (COM): A cathode ray tube reads
computeroutput one line at a time and then captures it onto the film. COM
is a fast and efficient wayto store documents.
Hybrid:
Thisusually occursas companies movefromone storage device to another,
quite often inthe process in moving towards newtechnology. Some
companies may maintain theirold storage devices for a periodor indefinitely.
Othersmay do a completeswitch to the new storage device. It is in the first
group that we find the hybrid but this situation maynot be permanent.
Data manipulation:
Oncean image has been captured it can be manipulated to create a newdocument.
Thereare typically three methods that may be used to manipulate images and they
are described below.
Image Combining:
A new document is created by combining images from different documents.
A new unique index is then associated with the new combination. Stored
images are not changed with this method.
Annotation:
The image view is modified by producing an overlay (mask) which is linked,
in the databasestoring the image record, to the image. Users can then view
and print the image with or without the overlay. As in the previous method
the stored imagesarenot altered.
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Raster Editing:
Imagescan be modified by usinga Raster editor to create newimages. A
Raster editor changes the image pixels. The original image can be preserved
by making a copy and saving it in the database.
Data Output:
Thereare two waysinwhichdata output canbe achieved. The first is by printing
the imageon a laserprinter, thus creatinga paper copy of the document. The other
method is by producing an electronic file that is transmitted toa third party inside
or outside ofthe organisation. This can be donevia a LAN, WANor anyofthe
newmodem technologies that are currentlyavailable.
Network:
When we talk of networks we include both Local AreaNetworks (LAN) and
Wide-Area Networks (WAN). Many ofthe document management systems are
capable ofusing networks although a network is not essential. However, a
system utilising a networkis usually the- onlyway in which a document
management system can achieve optimal effectiveness and efficiency for an
organisation. One must also be aware that the use ofa document management
system on a network can placea tremendous strain on the resources of a network.
Oneway inwhichthe traffic on a networkcan be reduced is by developing a
storage and caching facility. There are howeverhigh capacity networksavailable
such as the FDDI (Fibre Distributed Data Interface) which are capable of
bandwidths of 100Mbps. Open systems also allowdocument management systems
not onlyto use networksbut also mainframe technology or to use both networks
and mainframes. To achieve this interconnectivity the document management
system usually uses the TCP/IP protocol suite.
2.3.3 Text Management Systems:
Text management systems are automated retrieval tools designed to manage large
volumes of characterbased information. Information is stored in indexed text files
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instead of the structured data fields found in normal databases. Thisallows extensive
navigation and searchfacilities and provides quick accessto keywords and concepts.
Retrieval Methods:
There are four primary text retrieval methods used by text management systems.
They are described below.
Retrieve by identity: Auniquekey is associated with a chunkoftext and
the user must then specify that key. Thebiggest advantage of this method is
its simplicity for the user.
Retrieve by content: Some systems define concept hierarchies or networks
while others construct thesauruses.
Retrieve by association: The search locates information by multiple,
simultaneous indices.
Retrieve by criteria: Information is based on categories instead of content.
Compound Documents:
These are documents that contain a combination of text and graphics. This creates
problems in retrieving these documents but certain standards are emerging that
makethis possible. These standards are described below in more detail (SAC,
1994:184).
CALS: Thiswas the first effort to standardise textual information. It was
initiated by the U.S. Department ofDefence and specifies a vendor
independent format for storing compound documents.
Wide-Area Infonnation Servers (WAIS): This is a standard for storing
information on a server. This enables different client front-end systems to
share the sametext repository if organised consistently.
Structured Full Query Language (SFQL): Uses tables similar to relational
database design to store chunks oftext. It assumes that discrete descriptions
are sufficient for retrieval.
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Compact Disc Read-only Data Exchange (CD-RDx): This standard aims
to provide an application interface (API) as an insulating layer that makes
digital stores of textual information uniform in appearance.
Compound Document Architecture (CDA): Provides application and
hardware platform independence and document conversion services.
Standard Generalised Mark-up Language (SGML): This standard is the
only one that is readily ascribed to and forms the basis for sharing of
information from documents. This standard is addressed in more detail in
section 2.4 below.
2.3.4 Example
Documentum
Client ~ User ~ Custom
Applications Environment Applications
Client Messaging Interfaceto ~
."
Windows
Macintosh r ~ ,.
UnixIMotif
Documentum Client with API
~
,Ir
Documentum Server
Storage andVersioning
Server Retrieval
Assembly
Sun Solaris WorkProcessManagement
.:
IBMAIX ViewingandPrinting
HP-UX Backup,Archiving andRecovery
Windows NT
to another
Attribute Content ServerEvent Printer
Data Manager Manager Manager
Manager
Fig 2.1 the Documentum Architecture (McCusker, 1994:70).
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Above is a schematic example ofthe inter relationship ofone document management
system with the other systems and hardware of a client. In this example we usea
document management system fromDocumentum (McCusker, 1994:70).
2.4 STANDARD GENERALISED MARK-UP LANGUAGE (SGML)
2.4.1 History of SGML
In the 1960's ffiM were researching the integration of law officeinformation systems.
Charles Goldfarb and his team created a method called, Generalised Mark-up
Language(GMI..) which let text editing, formatting and information subsystems share
documents. This was developed over two decades into what is now knowas Standard
Generalised Mark-up Language (SGML). SGML was adopted as a standard ofthe
International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO 8879) in 1986. It has since been
generally acceptedas the international standard for data and document interchange in
open system environments (Interleaf, 1994b:2).
2.4.2 Definition of SGML
SGML is a universal document modelling language that allowsorganisations to structure
and manage information in a neutral way, so that it canbe reused in many different
forms - bymanypeople, across many divergent systems (Interleaf, 1994b:4).
2.4.3 Benefits of SGML and Open systems
There are threekey benefits ofSGML'sopensystemsapproach, they are the following:
Investment Protection: By putting strategicdocuments into SGML, an
organisation will protect their information investment over the lifetime of the
information by preventing it from being locked into a single vendor's technology or
methodology.
Data re-usability: By tagging data with its role or any other useful identifiers,
SGML allows information to be readily located and re-used,
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Interoperability of applications: SGML is an open document standard that
ensures interoperability of all SGML-compliant applications. Customers can
choosethe best of a range of application tools to create, manage or retrieve
documents or the data within documents. Systems can be upgraded with new
products whilethe information still remains accessible (Interleaf, 1994b:6).
The moretangible benefits to a company using the SGML standard are the following:
* Makesinformation more accessible.
* Reduces data conversion costs.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Improves data quality.
Improves response times.
Eliminates the need for expensive and time-consuming filters.
Makesit easy to shareand distribute information.
Makesit easyto search for and find information.
Ensures that documents follow your specifications (Interleaf, 1994b:7).
2.4.4. Structure and Presentation
Documents comprise of three elements that makeup the document, i.e. data, structure
andformat. SGML recognises eachoftheseelementsas separable. Here is a short
description ofwhat each of these elements are:
Data: The data ofa document may include text, graphics, images and even
multimedia objects such as sound and video.
Structure: This refers to the relationship among the data elements. This includes
suchthings as headings, subheadings, paragraphs, numbering and bullet lists.
Format: This can be described as the appearance of the document. Examples of
a format is some ofthe following suchas boldface, italics, underlining and
alignments.
SGML recognises the data and the structureofa document but does not recognise the
format. The format ofthe document is usually determined by the application (Interleaf,
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*1994b:15). The two elements that are critical for maintaining the accuracy and the
integrity of the information are the elements that are recognised by SGl\1L.
2.4.5 Components of a SGML application
Every organisation will develop their own use for SGML. This is called an SGML
application. No application will ever be identical to another but each true SGML
application contains at least the following basic components:
* - Document Elements: Identifiable parts of the document such as paragraphs,
titles, tables, etc.
Document Type Definition (DTD): Defines the elements and their allowed
*
*
*
*
*
*
content.
Tag Set: List ofall the document elements.
Attributes: Qualifiers which are associated with the elements.
Notations: Refer to non-textual entities such as graphics.
External Entities: Such as graphics, non-text files or boilerplate text.
Document Instances: Are tagged to a particular DID.
SGML Declaration: Identifies the character set mapping and the SGl\1L
features used.
SGML is a high level authoring language which makes it extremely flexible and
versatile. This means that it is well suited for creating a wide variety ofapplications
which can accommodate any type ofdocument in any kind oforganisation or industry.
However, every application will contain at the least all the components as described
above (Interleaf, 1994b:20).
2.4.6 Working of SGML
In SGl\1L the document or parts thereofcan be tagged. These tags can be annotated
with whatever information the users think may be useful. These annotations are known
as attribute information and enlighten users with the background description of the
structure ofthe document. Attributes can be specified in the DID. By adding
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intelligence to the document users createwebs of interrelated information. Attribute
information is used to refine searches and is unique to SGML. These attributes can be
defined to explicitly state the criteriato be used to retrieveinformation.
For eachdocument a Tag Set is created. The Tag Set is a list or dictionary ofan the
permitted document elements. Document elements are the building blocks of a document
that identify the important information objects. Theseelements are defined by the user
developing the SGMLapplication. The Tag Set is listed in a hidden portionofthe
SGML document. Not all the elements listed in the Tag Set needsto be used by each
SGML document.
SGML allows you to identify document elements as individual objects. You can then
create a set of rulesand relationships for structuring the information. This is known as
the Document TypeDefinition (DID). Any true SGML application wiIJ understand and
enforcethese requirements. Each document will have its own DID. You can specify
which elements are required, which are repeatable and which are optionable.
The SGMLDeclaration establishes the environment in which the DID and document
instances that are tagged to it, operate. You can specify the character base set, the
encoding method, etc.
SGML is defined as a mark-up language because it aUows the writingofappJication
DID's. It takes the content ofthe text and "marks it up " with additional information or
notes. ThisDID defines the structure. This is in contrast with text processing systems
where the mark-up defines how the information will be displayed on the screen or
printer which can onlybe understood by the product that created it.
A DocumentInstanceis the actual marked-up text that has been encodedby SGML. The
Document Instance, the DID and SGMLDeclaration can residein the same filebut the
DID and SGMLDeclaration can also reside in a separatefile that can be referred to by
a numberof Document Instances.
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A parser is a piece ofsoftware that compares the document to its DTD and determines
whether the document meets the requirements ofthe DID. It will also check to see if
the tags occur only where they are permitted.
SGML sees documents as a set ofobjects that get assembled according to a set of rules.
When you apply SGMLto a document, you identify the names ofthe objects and agree
on what the objects are. Those elements usually have attributes associated with them.
Object-orientated technologymakes it possible to manageand assemble information
elementsin extremelysmall pieces. The more you increasethe object-orientationand
content identification ofyour documents, the more benefits you will be able to gain from
your system(Intedeaf, 1994b:22-34).
2.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter the various componentsthat make up a document management systemas
well as what constitutes a documentwere identified. The benefits related to implementing
a document management systemwere also identified.
Documents could in the past be defined as a piece ofpaper presenting information in the
form of text or text and graphics. Today a document is increasingly assumed to be
electronic, containing numerous types ofinformation such as text, graphics, data,
spreadsheets, CAD drawings, images, video and voice.
There are numerousbenefits in implementing a document management system all of
which ultimately relate to an improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness of the
organisationin an effort to gain a competitive advantage.
A document management system can consist ofmany components. The size and needs
ofan organisation will ultimately determine to what extent the various components ofthe
document management system will be utilised and what the interaction of the various
components will be. This will also determineto what extent the document management
system will be integrated with other technologies used by the organisation.
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The development of many technologies such as faster and more powerful processors,
better telecommunications, improvements in networking capabilities, imaging and data
storage has ledto the development ofbetter and cheaperdocument management systems.
One of the most significant developments that created the capabilities by which
information in documents can be shared was the development ofStandard
Generalised Mark-up Language (SGML). Thishas subsequently beenacceptedas
the general standard for document management systems by, among others, the
International Organisation for Standardisation.
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.CHAPTER 3
THE IMPACT OF THE USE OF DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The objective ofthis chapter is to discuss the impact of document management systems within
an organisation. This will not only include the impact on the business and its management but
also the impact on the auditor. We will also address certain aspects relating to the legal issues
involved in document management. This chapter is presented under the following headings:
3.1 INTRODUCTION
3.2 IMPACT ON BUSINESS
3.3 IMPACTONMANAGEMENT
3.4 LEGAL ASPECTS
3.5 AUDIT IMPACT
3.6 CONCLUSION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Organisations are generating, receiving and storing increasing numbers ofdocuments. As
a result document retrieval and storage issues and the ecological concerns over paper
usage are becoming greater concerns. Moreover, as the pace of change increases,
instantaneous response to customer demands create competitive advantages for
organisations who are able to manage this increase in information (Case 1993:12).
These issues created a need amongst business's for a way to manage these concerns.
Modem technological developments discussed in chapter 2 paved the way for the
development ofDocument Management Systems. These systems provide the means to
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generate, disseminate, and store documents electronically. They also help to manage the
flow ofwork, in the form of documents, or document images through an enterprise
(SAC, 1994:168).
All of the above mentioned aspects leads to a change in the way the business functions
and in the way they are managed. This also impacts on the way the organisation is
audited. This applies to both internal and external auditors.
Inthis chapter we will examine in more detail the impact ofdocument management
systems on each one of these areas individually.
3.2 IMPACTONBUSINESS
The need for document management systems have been born out ofa need for and a
desire to move to a paperless office and desire to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
with which organisations manage the access, storage and retrieval of the vast amounts of
information available to them (Rintoul, 1993:41).
Document management systems have the potential for restructuring the mental model of
business operations. It will change the work flow paradigm (Case, 1993:15).
Document management systems also change the way people think about managing
information. In the past large amounts of information contained in various reports,
correspondence, etc. could be retrieved but was unavailable because individuals were
either unaware of its existence or could not find the relevant document containing the
information. In document management systems all documents are indexed and can easily
be searched, retrieved and displayed. This means that where it previously took days or
weeks to search for certain information this can now be achieved in a few minutes. This
can lead to a substantial increase in productivity (Price & MealI, 1993:66).
Document management systems allows various persons in an organisation to share the
same information contained within a document. This applies equally to information
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generated within an organisation and to information obtained from external sources
(Case, 1993: 15).
One of the biggest potential impacts is in the integration of document management
systems within an automated workflow environment. The trend in the newergeneration
of document management systems is toward more complex and integrated systems that
not only store documents but become the heart of the operation byassisting and, in some
cases, even controlling the work flow. Suchsystems offer significant potential for
re-engineering existing manual document procedures into highly efficient automated
processing systems (Doherty, 1993:21-22).
The real benefit and impact ofdocument management systems does not lie only in the
cost savings that can be achieved by doingthingsfaster and more efficiently, but in the
immediate access and regeneration of documents. This increases the time valueof
information. Not only is the information available immediately but it is more reliable and
accurate. This gives an organisation a competitive edge in the time it will take them to
make informed and accurate decisions (Case, 1993:15).
Anotherreal impact of document management systems in the wayan organisation does
business, is the ability of the new document management systems to integratewith new
leading edge technologies. We have already discussed the integration ofdocument
management systemswithworkflow systems. Document management systems are also
able to integratewith expert systems and are capableofutilising the benefitsgiven by
such technologies as open systems, networks, electronic data interchange (EDI) and
multimedia (Doherty, 1993:22).
From the above it can be seen that not onlywill document management systems lead to
great improvements in the ability of organisations to manage information but can lead to a
whole new way ofdoingbusiness through its integration with the business process and
other leadingedge technologies.
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3.3 IMPACT ON MANAGEMENT
The management of the company will ultimately be the ones that have to make the
decision to implement a document management system. It is suggested that this decision
should be made on organisational level and not on a departmental level. The need for
document management systems is usually born out the needs of one or more departments
within an organisation. However, the greatest benefits will only be derived on an
organisation wide basis. It is most likely that it will also be at this level that the greatest
cost benefits win be realised (Case, 1993:15).
*
*
*
*
Top management will playa key role not only in deciding to implement a document
management system, but also during the design process. There are a number of factors
that should be considered by management when evaluating the implementation of
document management systems:
* Facilitate the evaluation and implementation ofdocument management systems that
cross departmental and company boundaries.
Identify those paper streams that have the highest volumes and other areas that may
have high pay backs and evaluate the benefits ofconverting to document
management. Businesses that have a high volume of paper documents stand to gain
the most from a document management system.
Identify paper processes involving many steps or detailed procedures and evaluate
the potential benefits of integrating the document management systems with
workflow management. This will be most beneficial for companies that process
documents in a number ofsteps.
Integrate and optimise the documents that arrive in electronic form such as E-Mail
and faxes.
Legal opinion must be gathered to investigate the admissibility of digital records in
the areas within which the company operates.
Review agreements to use on-line documentation databases to ensure that the
organisation does not infringe on any copyrights (SAC, 1994: 159-160).
*
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**
*
*
Not onlydoes a document management system have an impact on the top management of
a company but it will also impact the Information Technology Department and its related
management. The extent of this impact is not limited onlyto the management of the
department but also on the current systems. All these factors will have to be taken into
account when considering whetheror not to change to a document management system.
Some of the specific impacts that need to be considered are the following:
* Select only a reputable vendorwithan established track record withdocument
management systems and one that can supply all of the companies needs.
There is currently a lack of standards relating to document management systems
although most document management solutions are capable of running in most
standard operatingenvironments suchas MS-DOS, Windows, OS/2 and UNIX.
The integration of image, text and traditional systems remains problematic as little
progress has beenmade towards standardising the file structures and indexformats.
A document management system can create processing bottlenecks on a network.
The network may haveto be redesigned so as to limit bottlenecks under peak and
normal traffic loads. Thismaybe crucial to ensure the successful implementation of
the document management system in an organisation.
The document management system will lead to an increase in computer processing
load thus placing a strainon current processors and servers. A client/server
environment or an expanded client/server environment maybe neededto handle the
increased processing load by distributing the load over multiple processors.
The potential impact of a document management system on the database or
databases needs to be considered. Normal relational databasesmaynot be capable
ofhandling images. Hybrid relational databases or object oriented storage will offer
a better solution to storingof images.
The need for changes and improvements to back-ups, securityand disaster recovery
plans need to be evaluated as currentproceduresmaybe inadequate to provide
suitable reliance (SAC, 1994:168-170).
*
The relationship betweenthe top management and IT management and the issues that
each must considerand manage when implementing and maintaining a document
management system is illustrated in the figure 3.1 below.
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Controlled
Applications
Work Processes
Automation OfNew
Application Services
-Workflow Software -E-Mail
-LibraryServices -Optical Storgae
-Search and Retrieval -Magnetic Storage
-Capture and Recognition -Complex Document
Inte tion Software
Key Issues
- Fit ofDMA within current computer environment
- Desktop ownership
- Distribution of application services
- Deployment of optical storage
- Client I server topology
- Ability ofnetwork to handle the client/server and image traffic
IT Department
Controlled
Fig. 3.1 Role ofmanagement andIT inDocument Management (McCusker & Strauss,
1993:41).
Due to the fact that the document management system will changethe way in which a
business operates, the management as well as the IT Department of an organisation
adoptinga document management system will have to changetheir way of thinking and
conducting business accordingly. If theyare unable to do so they will be unable to realise
the true benefits that a document management system can deliver.
3.4 LEGAL ASPECTS
The legality of electronic documents remains a critical issue for the use and audit of
document management systems but has largely not been tested in courts oflaw. Many
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organisations still continue to retain paper originals in hopes ofeliminating the storage
redundancies when the legal status ofdocuments stored electronically becomes clearer.
Assurances that images are not and cannot be altered may be a prerequisite to legal
acceptance ofelectronic documents (Case, 1993:41).
It is also believed that current microfilm and microfiche systems will not be replaced
entirely. This may be partly due to the fact legal requirements may require, that electronic
documents be supported by microfilm or microfiche systems (SAC, 1994:161). This
situation may change in future as the legal acceptance ofcomputer documents becomes
clearer and more generally accepted.
Most of the current legislation in South Africa does not make provision for the use of
electronic documentation or for the legal acceptance of such documentation in the courts
oflaw (Deloitte & Touche, 1994:12-23).
3A.l Current South African Legislation:
The current legislation that will affect Document Management Systems mostly
relate to the retention of records and specifically the retention of paper documents.
There is currently very little legislation directly related to electronic documents or
the use ofDocument Management Systems. Some of the current legislation may
give some pointers to legal aspects that will have to be considered when using and
auditing Document Management Systems. The one act that does specifically address
computer records is The Computer Evidence Act No 57 of 1983. Most of the acts
that address the legal requirements for the retention of records do however not
specifically prohibit the use ofcomputers for the storage of records or documents.
The two most important acts that address these requirements are the Companies
Act, No. 61 of 1973 and the Income Tax Act, No. 58 of 1962. Most of the
requirements relating to the retention of records and admissibility of records as
evidence are contained in these two Acts. Certain specific requirements are also
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contained in a variety of other Acts but these are mainly additional requirements to
the aforementioned Acts (Deloitte & Touche, 1994:12-13).
The most important issues addressed in the Computer Evidence Act, No. 57 of
1983 are summarised below:
Authentication of Computer Printouts (Section 2):
A computer printout may be authenticated by means ofan affidavit which shall
* identify the computer printout concerned and confirm that it is a computer
printout as defined in the Act.
* identify the content of the information produced by the computer and confirm
that it is a true reflection of the information.
* describe in general terms the nature, extent and sources of the data and
instructions supplied to the computer, and the purpose and effect of the
processing of the data by the computer.
* certify that the computer was, correctly and completely supplied with data and
instructions which were sufficient and appropriate for producing the information
recorded in the printout and that it was unaffected in its operation by
malfunction, interference and disturbance.
* certify that no reason exists to doubt or suspect the truth or reliability ofany of
the information recorded or result reflected by the computer printout (South
Africa, 1983:2(1».
It shall suffice that the descriptions and certifications required above are given to the
best of the knowledge and beliefof the deponent to the authenticating affidavit
(South Africa, 1983:2(2». The deponent to an authenticating affidavit shall be a
person who is qualified to give the testimony it contains by reason of his knowledge
ofand experience ofcomputers and ofthe particular system and by his examination
ofall the relevant records and facts concerning the operation of the computer and
. its data and instructions supplied to it (South Africa, 1983:2(3».
The deponent ofan authenticating affidavit, to qualify himself for the testimony
should include a statement to the fact that at the time that he examined the printouts
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he had control ofor access to them in the ordinary course ofbusiness, duties,
employment or activities. If he did not have such access, an affidavit by a person
that did have such control or access should be included. The affidavit should include
a statement that all the relevant records were examined or were available for
examination (South Africa, 1983:2(4),2(5)).
Subsections (3),(4) and (5) do not apply to an authenticating affidavit which relates
to a computer printout ofa public institution produced in the ordinary and regular
course ofthe public institution's business and computer systems used in such
activities and is deposed by an employee of the public institution with the required
qualifications (South Africa, 1983:2(6)).
Admissibility of Authenticated Computer Printouts (Section 3)
This section allows for the admission ofauthenticated computer printouts in civil
proceedings and oral evidence may be heard on any fact as contained in such a
printout. This would apply as long as the printout complies with the definition ofan
authenticated computer and is accompanied by an affidavit which complies with the
provisions as described in Section 2 (South Africa, 1983:3).
Evidential Weight of Authenticated Computer Printouts (Section 4)
The court may decide as to the evidential weight it may want to attach to an
authenticated computer printout within the circumstances of a certain case. The
court can take the certain aspects into consideration when deciding on the evidential
weight to attach to an authenticated computer printout. These considerations are
the following:
* take into account anything contained in the authenticating affidavit or a
supplementary affidavit;
* if any party to the proceedings so desires it, the deponent to the authenticating
affidavit or a supplementary affidavit or any other person can be required to
testify orally on any topic relevant to an authenticated computer printout even if
this topic is covered in an affidavit (South Africa, 1983:4).
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3.4.2 Some International Legislation
Even internationally very little legislation exists that addresses the legality of
electronic documents. Some countries have however, taken some steps in
addressing the shortcomings ofcurrent legislation (Case, 1993:14).
In Texas, U.S.A. it is believed that the common law principle called the "Rule of
Best Evidence" will apply. This means that you are expected to provide the best
evidence in any legal proceedings. The ranking ofbest evidence may be the
following; the original, a photocopy, and an electronic document. The use of an
electronic document in the absence ofan intentionally destroyed original still has to
be tested. Furthermore, if it can be proved that an electronic document can be
changed or altered at any stage it may place the legal acceptance of an electronic
document in jeopardy (Case, 1993:14).
The Federal Rules ofEvidence (PRE) which governs proceedings in U.S. district
courts which became law on 2 January 1975, determines what evidence is
admissible in a court of law. Among these are the inadmissibility of "hearsay"
evidence. This type of evidence is not admissible due to the fact that the person
from who the evidence originates cannot be cross-examined. Any document
prepared by a computer is classified as second hand evidence. There are however 20
exceptions to this rule, one of the exceptions is Rule 803(6). These exceptions
generally relate to evidence which is inherently reliable and Rule 803(6) relates
specifically to business records (Johnson, Fanning & Hanson 1991: 63) This rule
addresses the following issue i.e.
* Format: Includes items such as memorandums, reports, records or data
compilations.
* Relevantsituation: Situations are defined as any act, event, condition, opinion
or diagnosis.
* Timeliness: Must be made at or near the time the transaction took place.
* Regularity: It must be in the course of regularly conducted business and it must
be a regular business activity to produce the report, record, etc.
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* Accuracy: It must be prepared by a person with the necessary skills and
knowledge and prepared with the necessary diligence (Johnson, Fanning &
Hanson, 1991:65).
Based on the interpretation of the FRE and Rule 803(6) by the courts in various
cases such as Monarch Federal Savings & Loan Association v Genser (156 N.J.
107,383 A.2d 475 (1977)) and U.S. v Hutson (821 F.2d 1015 (5th Cir. 1987)) the
following guidelines as to the acceptability ofcomputer records in court can be
made:
* The level of competency ofpersonnel involved in the preparation of the
document and operating the system.
* The level of the acceptance of the computer system in business circles especially
in relation to its acceptance and adherence to standards.
* The document must be created in the normal process of the business.
* It must be part of the normal business process to create the document.
* It must be made at or near the time of the transaction taking place.
* The adequacy of the controls to ensure accuracy of input, processing and
output. This includes manual and computerised controls.
* It must be proven that access to the system and underlying programs, records
and data is properly controlled and that no unauthorised access or changes can
be made.
Although the current legal status regarding electronic documents is still rather unclear
there are certain guidelines that may determine whether or not electronic documents may
be legally acceptable. However, it is believed that legislators will address these concerns
in future. As the use of electronic documents becomes more prevalent, the number of
court cases in which the legal status ofelectronic documents are tested, will increase. The
court decisions of these cases will be able to shed more light on the legal precedents
applicable.
Another potential area of legal problems regarding a document management system
relates to the security ofinformation contained in the documents. Various countries have
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legal requirements for the safeguarding of information. Although most countries for
example the U.S.A and the UK deem it to be a criminal act to unlawfully gain access to a
computer system some contra responsibility is placed on the users of such systems to take
reasonable measures to secure their systems. For example in the state ofNew York,
before a civil suit for damages can be brought against a person for alleged illicit access to
a computer system, the user must be able to prove that an effective computer security
system was in place. This is also the case in England as required in the Computer Misuse
Act of 1990 (Essinger, 1990:64-70)..
3.5 AUDIT IMPACT
*
*
*
*
Just as the way in which an organisation does business is affected, similarly the way the
auditor approaches an organisation using document management systems will also be
changed. The four main audit objectives i.e. completeness, accuracy, authorisation and
maintenance (integrity) remain unchanged. The thing that will change is the way in which
the auditor achieves these objectives. Due to the way that the business operations have
changed as a result of the implementation ofa document management system the risks
relating to that business have changed. This means that the focus of the auditor will also
change. The main issues that will have to be addressed are the following:
* Proper backup of critical files should be provided to ensure that documents remain
available in the event ofhardware failure.
The disaster recovery plan for the data processing facility, physical sites and
telecommunications should be established and tested.
Legal and statutory requirements should be investigated and compliance to these
requirements must be ensured.
Data security must be properly designed so as to prevent unauthorised access to
and disclosure ofconfidential information. This must also prevent inappropriate
changes to a document by unauthorised users. The data security should apply
. equally to remote and local users.
Minimum response times must be defined for document retrieval to ensure that
performance does not negatively impact the quality ofoperations.
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* Adequate audit trails, indicating the individual modifying or approving an electronic
document, must be established to provideaccountability (Doherty, 1993:22).
These are onlybroad guidelines for the auditors approach to a document management
system. Theseissues will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
The auditorshouldbe involved in the initial decision making phase, deciding on whether
or not a document management system should be implemented as well as in making the
decision of whichdocument management system should be implemented. Although the
auditor neednot have a final say in the decision he should at least advise management as
the potential benefits, risks, legal and practical implications of implementing a document
management system.
3.6 CONCLUSION
The introduction of a document management systemin an organisation will impact the
organisation in different ways. It will havea significant impact on the wayan organisation
conducts its business and in the business processes it uses. It will also require a change in
the mindset of the management of the company in the manner in which they conduct their
business.
The legal acceptance ofelectronic documents is still very much a grey area. Although
computergenerated evidence is not prohibited in the courts oflaw, it is still not readily
accepted. Much additional evidence from experts is required before computerevidence
can be accepted in a court of law. The weight ofthe evidence still largely lies in the hand
ofthe court. Original or microfilm evidence still carries more weight than computer
generated documents or printoutsand will continue to do so in the foreseeable future.
This situation maychange as more legislation relating to computer documents is
introduced and as more court cases are heard that will shed more lighton the acceptance
ofelectronic documents and computer printouts.
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The introduction ofa document management system by an organisation will not change
the auditor's main objectives of completeness, accuracy, authorisation and maintenance. It
will however change the specific risks and the related controls that the auditor will need
to focus hisattention on. Greater emphasis will need to be placed on the computer
systems and related controls. Specific areas that will need to be addressed are to ensure
that there is an adequate disaster recovery plan in place, that the system is secure and that
data and information is secure.
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CHAPTER 4
AN AUDIT APPROACH TO DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The objective of this chapteris to discuss how the auditor can approachthe audit ofan
organisation using a document management system to ensure that he meets the main audit
objectives i.e. completeness, accuracy, authorisation and maintenance. This chapter is
presentedunder the following headings:
4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.2 MEETING AUDIT OBJECTIVES
4.3 BENEFITS FOR THE AUDITOR
4.4 CONCLUSION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Auditorsand even in some instances the organisation they audit mayhave some concerns
about the impact the use of a Document Management System will have on an audit. The
use of sucha system need not be a problem for the auditor. Auditors must be prepared to
adapt their procedures to obtainthe tremendous benefits, both to the clients and
themselves, of the latest technological developments. The mainaimwith regard to the
accounting recordsand documents is the sameregardless of the storage system, i.e. can
the documents be accounted for and do the records comply with legislation (price &
Meall, 1993:65).
This meansthat essentially the four main objectives remain the same. The onlything that
will changeis the audit procedures that the auditor uses to ensure that he meets his audit
objectives. The audit objectives and a short definition ofeach are:
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Completeness
To ensure that data is not lostor erroneously or maliciously omitted.
Accuracy
To ensure that the data is reliable and not corrupt.
~Validity (Authorisation)
To ensurethat onlyauthorised users, data and transactions are allowed.
Maintenance (Integrity)
To ensure that programs, data, files and transactions are not subject to
unauthorised changes and manipulation. This control objective encompasses
all of the above(Defliese, Jaenicke~ Sullivan, Gnospelius, 1984:288-292)
4.2 MEETING AUDIT OBJECTIVES
In this section the variouscontrolswithin a document management system that an auditor
would rely on to ensure that the four main audit objectives are met will be discussed. The
audit procedures that an auditor should undertaketo ensure that the aforementioned
controls are functioning as intended will also be addressed. Those specific audit objectives
that will be satisfied by each of the controls and related audit procedures will be
identified. The four objectives have already been defined in the introduction.
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4.2.1 Disaster Recovery Plan and Backup
4.2.1.1 Risks
Document Management Systems increasingly playa critical part in the
business processes ofan organisation. Thus the risk ofbusiness interruption
due to the loss of data processing increases. Paper documents whichcould
always be relied upon as a back-up source maynot be readily available
(SAC, 1994:171-172).
4.2.1.2. Basic Controls:
For organisations usinga document management system it is ofcritical
importance to ensurethat they have an adequatedisaster recovery planin
placeand up to date backups (SAC, 1994:172).
4.2.1.3 AuditProcedures:
The auditorwho is auditing an organisation using a document management
system must firstly ensurethat the organisation has a disaster recovery plan
in place. The disasterrecovery plan for document management system
should not differ drastically from the traditional computerdisaster recovery
plans. The following special considerations relating specifically to
document management system shouldbe kept in mind:
* document management system requirehigh density media for storage of
the largeimage files.
* document management system usually use optical storage mediums
whichare more reliable than the normal magnetic mediums. Theyare
however, not fail proof.
* Although image files are stored on opticalmedia, the index is quite often
stored on magnetic media.
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These aspects should be considered when designing and evaluating a
disaster recovery plan for a document management system.
In assessing the appropriateness ofthe disaster recovery plan the auditor
will need to consider the potential effect a system breakdown in the
document management system will have on the organisation and on its
ability to continue its existence. Not all organisations may be equally reliant
on the document management system for continuing their operations and
this must be taken into consideration when assessing the disaster recovery
plan (Essinger, 1990:25).
It will also be necessary to perform an impact analysis to ascertain what the
potential impact will be in the event ofa breakdown of the document
management system. The following issues have to be considered:
* The potential loss of revenue;
* The impact it will have on customers; and
* Loss ofbusiness credibility.
The auditor will need to ensure that the backups and the backup site to be
used in the disaster recovery plan is situated in an area where it is unlikely
to be affected by the same disaster.
4.2.1.4 Audit Objectives Addressed
Maintenance
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4.2.2 Access Control:
4.2.2.1 Risks
Persons not thereto authorised cangainaccess to the document
management system andview, delete, add or change documents that are
managed by the system.
4.2.2.2. Basic Controls
In the past paper documents were secured through physical measures.
These included restriction of access to certain areas such as filing rooms.
Confidential and important documents could be locked away in safes with
access to the safe restricted to certain individuals. In a computerised
environment access to these documents will haveto be restricted through
logical accesscontrolsalthough physical accesscontrolscan also playa
role.
4.2.2.3 AuditProcedures
Prior to the auditor taking any detailed steps he will haveto assessthe
potential impact should an unauthorised persongain accessto the
document management system. Someof the issues that need to be
considered are the following:
* Sensitivity ofthe information contained in the documents managed by
the document management system;
* What reliance is placed on the documents for decision making;
* Does the information in the documents directly relate to another system
or update another system;
* Do the documents directly or indirectly cause another action; and
* The dependence ofthe organisation on the documents for contractual
and legal evidence.
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These factors will determine the level ofaccess security required. For
example if the document management systemis merely a storage system the
level ofsecuritywill be lower than if the document management systemis
integrated in the whole workflow ofthe company.
Once the level of required access security is established the auditor can now
determinewhether the required level is met through the following
procedures:
* Determinehow the physical access to the documentmanagement system
is controlled and monitored;
* Reviewthe controls and procedures over the allocation, monitoring and
scrapping of'user-id's to the system;
* Reviewthe controls and procedures over the allocation, changing,
monitoring and locking ofpasswords;
* Review the controls and access to the password and user-id tables.
* Determine the variousaccess groups and the levelsofaccess given to
each group;
* Ensure that the number of attempted sign on's are restricted and that
once the restrictionhas been exceeded that the user-id is locked;
* Obtaina listingof personswithin each access group and ensure that his
levelofaccess is in linewith the level ofaccess required to perform his
job function;
* Obtainand reviewthe systemlogs monitoring access and attempted log
on's; and
* Review the controls and procedures relatingto the termination ofan
employees employment to ensure that all systems access is removed as
soon as possible(Warigon, 1995:1).
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4.2.2.4 Audit Objectives Addressed
Validity
Integrity
Completeness
4.2.3 Data Security:
: 4.2.3.1 Risks
In a document management system various documents can be handled.
Some ofthese documents may contain sensitive information. The
information may be sensitive in terms of its relationship between the
company and a third party, as may be the case in contracts. Ifthis
information falls into the hands of an unauthorised party this could be
embarrassing to both the organisation and the third party. It could also be
sensitive in terms ofthe confidentiality and privacy relating to an individual
for example the banking details ofa client. If this information falls into the
wrong hands it could be misused for fraudulent purposes.
Some ofthe specific risks that may need to be addressed are the following:
* Manipulating the bytes ofan electronic image file;
* Changing the underlying index to point to another document;
* Tampering with an index file, endangering the system's ability to locate
and retrieve files;
* Changing or deleting annotations to an image; and
* Changing or deleting the contents of a text file.
4.2.3.2 Control
The organisation will have to determine the need for confidentiality and
levels of data integrity required and develop appropriate access and
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security controls to achieve these desired levels. Various security packages
are available that can enhancesystem security.
4.2.3.3 Audit Procedures
Some ofthe aspects that the auditorwill need to look at to assessthe
acceptability ofsecurity are the following:
* Assess the security features of the document management system;
* Assess the improvement ofthe abovefeaturesby utilising new security
technology and packages;
* Obtain sufficient knowledge and technical awareness so that you can
assess and advise on securityissues;
* Assess the potential impact of the use oftelecommunications on the
security ofdata;
* Obtain an independent reviewfrom a securityexpert on the adequacy of
the systems security;
* Review the impactthat any new technological advances mayhave on the
security ofthe system;
* Assess the impactthat a clientserverdomainand networking will have
on the securityof data; and
* Assess the potential impact that an open systems environment will have
on the system security.
Thissection must be looked at in conjunction with the above section on
access controls.
4.2.3.4 AuditObjectives Addressed
Integrity
Validity
Accuracy
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4.2.4 Capturing of information:
In a document management system there are various ways in which information can
be captured. Each method has its own problems and risks. The organisation may
use one or more of these methods. The different ways in which documents can be
input into a document management system are:
* Scanning
* System Generated On-line
* Transferred electronically via EDI or faxes
Irrespective of the method used to capture documents on the system there are two
elements that must be captured correctly i.e. the information contained in the
document and information relating-to the index.
In each subsection each of these methods will be addressed separately.
4.2.4.1 Risks
* Scanning: This is relatively new technology and may still require further
development. Indexes can be captured separately thus increasing the risk
that the index may refer to the wrong document
* System generated: These documents are usually generated by the
system. This can include the whole document or only the basic outline
with the balance of information being captured. In the second method
the auditor would need to evaluate the traditional data entry controls to
ensure that the information input is correct. In the first method there is
the risk that the system may retrieve and include the incorrect
information.
* Electronically transferred: These are documents that are received via
EDI or faxes. The greatest risk is a breakdown in the
telecommunications network resulting in incorrect or incomplete data
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being received. We also have no control over the persons preparing or
authorising the documents.
4.2.4.2 Controls
* Scanning: Controls will have to be instituted which will have to check
the accuracy ofthe scanning process and checking the accuracy of the
captured indexes.
* System generated: In the first instance controls will have to ensure that
captured information is correct. Controls such as visual checking and
input validations can be used. Where the information is system generated
it will be necessary to ensure that the system is functioning correctly
prior to implementation.
* Electronically transferred: It will be necessary to ensure that the relevant
controls are built into our telecommunications network to ensure that all
information received is validated and checked.
4.2.4.3 Audit Procedures
* Scanned documents: These are documents that are captured through
imaging systems using scanners, OCR and ICR. The auditor will need to
assess the data entry controls used to create the index. These controls
will be the same as the proven and traditional data entry controls found
in traditional computerised systems. New controls must be developed
and assessed to ensure the legibility ofdocuments captured through the
methods mentioned above. These may include the following:
- Visual check of the quality of the electronic image, coupled with a
review to ensure the correct index entries have been keyed;
- Verification ofoperations log (e.g. capture, backup and recovery);
- Review of information produced by the document management
system that monitors activity. This includes capture and scanning,
index entry and any updates or annotations; and
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- Review ofactivity logs that might display each access, including
display and printing.
* System generated: In the first instance the auditor will have to assess and
test the normal data capturing controls to ensure that captured
information is correct. Where the information is system generated the
auditor may have to test the system by using test data.
* Electronically transferred: The auditor will need to review the
telecommunications controls. Some audit steps will include the
following:
- Increase knowledge and understanding of telecommunications;
- Be involved in the selection ofvendors and services;
- Ensure that access to the telecommunications network is addressed
and that the data is protected during transfer;
- Ensure that telecommunications is included in the disaster recovery
plan;
- Ensure that network can handle complex network operations and can
monitor such operations;
- Ensure that security features within telecommunications hardware is
activated (SAC, 1994:78).
4.2.4.4 Audit Objectives Addressed
Completeness
Accuracy
4.2.5 Compliance with Regulations
4.2.5.1 Risks
Firstly the organisation using a document management system must ensure
that it is able to meet statutory requirements regarding the retention of
documents as stipulated in various Acts (See Chapter 3).
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Secondly the organisation must protect itself in order to provide adequate
or sufficiently weighted evidence in any civil proceedings to avoid a
potential loss for the organisation.
4.2.5.2 Control
The organisation must ensure that it is able to:
* fulfil all statutory requirements; and
* provide sufficient and adequate evidence in the event ofcivil
proceedings.
4.2.5.3 Audit Procedures
The auditorwill need to ensure that the organisation is ableto fulfil all its
legal requirements by fulfilling all the specific requirements applicable to
that particular industry in which the organisation operates. Thiswill include
all suchaspects and legal requirements specified by Government acts,
various controlling bodies such as the FSB or LOA, Receiver ofRevenue,
banks, etc. The Regulations mayvary according to the specific industry the
organisation operates in. For example banks and insurance companies have
variousadditional acts and regulations they have to comply with that do not
affect other organisations.
Wherestatutory requirements are not met, the auditor will haveto assess
the impact thereof on the organisation. If the non-compliance will lead to
potential prosecution or jeopardise the organisation's legal position the
auditorwill need to ensurethat adequatemeasures are taken to rectify the
situation.
He will also need to ensurethat the organisation is able to present sufficient
legal evidence with the necessary weight to enable it to successfully defend
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its position in any civil proceedings or to successfully prosecute and obtain
judgement in its favour.
The auditor will have to ensure that the security over electronic documents
are sufficient for the organisation not to fall foul of minimum security
requirements as stipulated in certain Acts described above in chapter three.
This issue is addressed in detail in section4.3.2 and section 4.3.3. above.
4.2.5.4 Audit Objectives Addressed
Authorisation
4.2.6 Compliance with Industry Standards
4.2.6.1 Risks
If the organisation does not use a document management system that
complies with industry standards it would be incompatible with other
systems. They may also not receive adequate backup. The document
management system may also not be able to integrate with future
technological developments. It may also be impossible for them to integrate
with other users systems and thus be unable to utilise such aspects as EDI
and EFT's (McCusker & Strauss, 1993:42). Although no definitive
standards are set, the latest developments in document management system
are clearly setting a trend ofwhat standards are acceptable.
4.2.6.2 Controls
The organisation must ensure that they only purchase a document
management system and related accessories such as scanners, that complies
with the latest developments in industry standards.
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4.2.6.3 Audit Procedures
Initially the auditor will have to establish what the latest developments are
regarding the industry standards of document management system.
The auditor will then need to assess the compliance of the document
management system to industry standards.
Ifhe finds that the document management system does not comply with
industry standards he will have to evaluate the potential impact of this
non-compliance on the organisations ability to continue to conduct its
business.
4.2.6.4 Audit Objectives Addressed
Maintenance
4.3 BENEFITS FOR THE AUDITOR
Not only do document management systems have vast benefits for the various
organisations using them (Chapter 2) but they can also have tremendous benefits for
auditors. Auditors who develop cost effective strategies using new technologies will
become more efficient and effective in performing their audits. One of the technologies
that can help the auditor to achieve this is document management system (SAC,
1994:174).
The mere use of a document management system by an organisation may hold some
benefits for the auditor. For example a document management system may decrease the
time an auditor spends searching for documents as documents are easily traced in a
document management system (price & Meall, 1993:66). However, the greatest benefits
will be in the area ofelectronic working papers and workflow systems. We will shortly
discuss each below.
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4.3.1 Electronic Working Papers
In the past auditors had to cope with cumbersome audit documentation on paper. A
document management system enables the auditor to manage this amount ofpaper
more efficiently and effectively in the following ways:
* Workpapers will be accessible through LAN's and eventually mobile systems thus
making these location independent for preparation and review;
* Auditorswill be able to search large volumes ofworkpapers for specific words;
* Managerswill be ableto reviewworkpapers and input reviewcomments on-line.
The system will track the status of review comments and ensure that they are
addressed;
* Source documentation reviewed and tested during planning and testingcan be
scanned into the system for supporting documentation;
* Permanent information will be stored in electronic form for easy access and
update during an audit; and
* Groupware will be used to circulate recommendations to appropriate personnel
and incorporateresponses into the working papers (SAC, 1994:175).
4.3.2 Workflow systems
Workflow systems can be a powerful tool for auditors as it allows for the modelling
and management of document processingwith a graphical user interface. The
potential uses of workflow systems by auditors are the following:
* Accelerating the planning process by providing a documented model of business
process and document flow;
* Determining the impactof recommendations on document flow by usingthe
modelling techniques provided by the system; and
* Providing the basis for compliance testing and other processes, this maybe a
comparison ofworkflowmodelsto actual process and document flows and
testing ofworkflow systems that enforceprocess and document flow (SAC,
1994:175).
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4.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter the audit implications of a document management system were addressed.
Firstlythe four audit objectives that the auditor must achieve before he can express his
satisfaction with the document management system were defined. These objectives are
completeness, accuracy, validity and integrity (maintenance) and are no different than
those from any other systemthe auditor may need to audit.
Secondly those specific risks within a document management system that need to be
addressed and the management controls required to successfully address these risks were
identified.
The audit proceduresthat the auditor needs to implement to ensure that the management
controlsdo adequately address the riskswere then identified. Those audit objectives that
will be satisfied bythe various audit procedureswere then also identified.
Ultimately the onlything that changes when the auditor is confronted by an organisation
usinga document management system is the risksand the importance of those risks in
relation to the traditional systems. The most important areas that need to be addressed by
the auditorto ensure the continued survival ofan organisation usinga document
management system are the following:
* Backupsand disaster recovery;
* Access controls;
* Protection of data;
* Capturing of information onto the system;
* Compliance with legal requirements and industry standards.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The objective of this chapter is to discuss the objectives of this short dissertation and the
conclusions reached. These conclusions are based on the research done in the compilation of
this dissertation. This chapter is presented under the following headings:
5.1 INTRODUCTION
5.2 OBJECTIVES
5.3 CONCLUSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the technological advances and the needs of organisations that are generating,
receiving and storing increasing numbers ofdocuments, document management systems
have become a reality in the modern business world. This has become a wordwide
phenomenon moving towards a paperless society and also to a whole new way of
conducting business.
This has not only impacted organisations planning to utilise such technology in the way
they conduct their business and in the way they are managed but also in the way they are
to be audited.
The objective of this short dissertation was to assess the impact of document management
systems on the auditor, and how the auditor should adapt his audit approach so that he
can still satisfy his audit objectives.
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5.2 OBJECTIVES
The following hypothesis has been motivated as acceptable:
5.2.1 The use of documentmanagement systems withinan organisation have an impact
on the waythe organisation does business and the way in which the organisation is
managed.
5.2.2 The use of a documentmanagement system by an organisation does not impact on
the auditorsaudit objectives ofcompleteness, accuracy, validity and integrity.
5.2.3 The riskswithinan organisation using a document management system will
change. The auditor will have to address these risksby adapting hisaudit
procedures so that he can adequately addressthese risksto meet his audit
objectives.
5.3 CONCLUSION
The objectiveset for this dissertation, that is to assessthe impact ofdocument
management systems on auditor and his audit procedures used to meet his audit
objectives has beenmet. Thiswas achieved in the following way:
* Chapter two defined what a document is, what document management is and what a
documentmanagement system is. The various components making up a document
management systemand the technology involved in a document management system
were identified. The numerous benefits in implementing a documentmanagement
system, all of whichultimately relate to an improvement in the efficiency and
effectiveness ofthe organisation in an effort to gain a competitive advantage, were
identified. Chapter two concluded that a document management system can consist of
many components and that the size and needsof an organisation will ultimately
determine to what extent the various components of the document management system
will be utilised and what the interaction of the various components will be. This will
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also determine to what extent the document management system will be integrated
with other technologies used by the organisation.
* Chapter three investigated the impact that document management will have on an
organisation, its management and its auditor. It was found that a whole new mindset is
required from management to manage a business using a document management
system to enable them to maximise the potential benefits ofa document management
system. In Chapter three it was also found that a document management system will
..have a profound affect on the legal status and requirements of documents and that
these need to be addressed satisfactorily when implementing a document management
system.
* Chapter four found that the use 'of a document management system by an organisation
does have an impact on the auditor. It does not however impact on the four audit
objectives of completeness, accuracy, validity or integrity but it will impact on the way
he will achieve his audit objectives. The risks and controls related to the use of a
document management system are different from other systems but more importantly is
the increased focus on certain risks such as continued operations, access control, data
security and data capturing.
This research study has only touched the surface of the use, impact and auditing of
document management systems and has opened the door for future research in many
other areas. Other fields of study can focus on the impact ofdocument management
systems on management and the wayan organisation is managed. Further studies can
focus on certain control issues within a document management system such as data
security, access control, etc .. The integration ofdocument management systems with
other technological advances such as workflow systems, network communications and
expert systems could also form the basis of further research.
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